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SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY (IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER)


Stay Hungry. Directed by Bob Rafelson; produced by Harold Schneider and Bob Rafelson; screenplay by Charles Gaines and Bob Rafelson. Adapted from Gaines’ novel of the same name. Cast: Jeff Bridges (Craig Blake), Sally Field (Mary Tate Farnsworth), Arnold Schwarzenegger (Joe Santo). United Artists, USA, 1976.


Commando. Directed by Mark L. Lester; produced by Joel Silver; screenplay and original story by Steven E. de Souza. Cast: Arnold Schwarzenegger (John Matrix) and Rae Dawn Chong (Cindy). SLM Production Group, Silver Pictures, Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation, USA, 1985.


Jingle All the Way. Directed by Brian Levant; produced by Chris Columbus, Michael Barnathan and Mark Radcliffe; written by Randy Kornfield and rewritten by Chris Columbus. Cast: Arnold Schwarzenegger (Howard Langston), Sinbad (Myron Larabee), Phil Hartman (Ted Maltin). 1492 Pictures, Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation, USA, 1996.

Batman & Robin. Directed by Joel Schumacher; produced by Peter MacGregor-Scott; written by Akiva Goldsman, based on original story by Bob Kane. Cast: Arnold Schwarzenegger (Mr. Freeze/Dr. Victor Fries), George Clooney (Batman/Bruce Wayne), Chris O’Donnell (Robin/Dick Grayson), Uma Thurman (Poison Ivy/Dr. Pamela Isley), Alicia Silverstone (Batgirl/Barbara Wilson). Wartner Bros., PolyGram Filmed Entertainment, USA & UK, 1997.


Collateral Damage. Directed by Andrew Davis; produced by Hawk Koch and Nicholas Meyer; written by David Griffiths and Ronald Roose. Cast: Arnold Schwarzenegger (Gordy Brewer), Francesca Neri (Selena Perrini), Elias Koteas (Peter Brandt). Warner Bros., Bel Air Entertainment, David Foster Productions, USA, 2002.


The Expendables 2. Directed by Simon West; produced by Avi and Danny Lerner, Templeton and Weldon; screenplay by Richard Wenk and Sylvester Stallone, story by Ken Kaufman, David Agosto and Richard Wenk, based on a story by David Callaham. Cast: Sylvester Stallone (Barney Ross), Jason Statham (Lee Christmas), Jet Li (Yin Yang), Chuck Norris (Booker), Bruce Willis (Church), Arnold Schwarzenegger (Trench), Terry Crews (Hale Caesar). Millennium Films, Nu Image Films, USA, 2012.


SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY (WORKS BY AND ABOUT SCHWARZENEGGER)


